CASE STUDY

SIGNATURE BANK INCREASE THEIR
WORKDAY TESTING FOOTPRINT
WITHOUT INCREASING RESOURCES

Project requirements
Increase test coverage

Expand testing beyond updates

Support internal development

Improve Workday feature adoption

Project results

1000s 200k+
of update testing
hours saved

tests ran
annually

60%
reduction in
hands-on testers

About Signature Bank of New York
Signature Bank is a New York-based full-service commercial bank with 1,500 employees across
35 offices throughout New York, Connecticut, California, and North Carolina. As one of America’s
largest banks — it has been ranked by Forbes as one of the 10 Best Banks in America for six
consecutive years.
Signature Bank offers a wide variety of business and personal banking products and services
including investment, brokerage, asset management and insurance.

Increasing HR efficiencies with Workday
In 2017 Signature Bank purchased Workday HCM, Payroll, Time Tracking and Absence. With
aspirations to grow and provide HR self-service to employees, Signature Bank made the
decision to retire its ADP Solution, which at the time only provided Time Tracking and Payroll
functionality to the business.
They went live in early 2018, adding Workday Performance, Core Compensation and Advanced
Compensation later that year.

Testing knowledge gap pushes go-live back
The challenge of testing a new system combined with a large scope of modules, integrations
and continuous growth in employee numbers meant a significant amount of test coverage was
required for Signature Bank during their initial Workday deployment. This also led to concerns
that once live, ongoing regression testing would require significant resource.
Unaware of any internal limitations from the outset, Signature Bank had ambitious plans to
hit the ground running. Moises Benitez, PMP, HR Technology & Solutions at Signature Bank
explains, “Testing Workday isn’t like testing other systems. It wasn’t until we were in the testing
phase of our deployment that I realized we were testing several environments. And as a team,
we didn’t know how or what to test. We had testing scenarios, but they weren’t fit for purpose. As
a result, we made the decision to extend our go-live date because we wanted to make sure our
configuration was fit-for-purpose and ready for live operation.”
Moises continues, “This expedited any thoughts I had around how we would test once in
production. Our teams didn’t have the time or knowledge to support on-going testing of the
system. With Workday there’s weekly patches and major bi-annual software updates. Added to
that, our Workday roadmap was ambitious, so I knew we couldn’t sustain or rely on a manual
testing approach going forward. We’d never get it done.”

“Why Kainos Smart? Believe me, thank me later. You need it.”
Moises Benitez, PMP | HR Technology & Solutions

Manual feature release testing catches HRIS team
by surprise
With little time to manually test any aspect of their Workday tenants, Signature Bank
concentrated their testing efforts on bi-annual updates. The five-week preview window would
typically see Signature Bank draft in around 30 testers, including SMEs from various functional
areas such as HCM, Payroll, and Recruiting. However, during the preview window, the team
spent most of their time on their day-to-day activities with testing sitting low on the priority
list, leaving Signature Bank with no time to adequately test, prepare for, and explore the new
features and functionality that major Workday releases bring.
Moises describes, “Having end users test aside from when they need to sign off on significant
builds’, does them, and the business a disservice altogether by asking them to realign their
focus and become ’Analysts’ as opposed to their own HR strategic initiatives.”
Moises continues, “The knowledge and importance of testing was clearly lacking, and we
found ourselves coming up against roadblocks at pivotal times; ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t have time to
test this week’ or ‘we’re processing payroll, we can’t test this week’. It was stressful. And with
our expanding use of Workday, it was evident that relying solely on HR for testing wouldn’t be
sustainable.”
“We missed some changes that Workday implemented within their automatically available
changes during the Workday 32 release. The example I recall was when the phone number field
changed. Our team were surprised by this and they kept submitting, but it wasn’t accepting it.
I knew we could prevent errors like this by catching things early, but we simply didn’t have the
time to review all of the release notes in detail and test everything thoroughly.”

“Kainos Smart alleviates you from having to get the business
to test every time there’s a change. Whether you make an
enhancement, create a fix or when Workday release weekly
patches or bi-annual updates, Kainos Smart relieves you from
all of that.”

The Impact of Kainos Smart
With previous experience using Kainos Smart to test Workday at former organizations, Moises
knew that test automation would be the only way to achieve a scalable Workday testing
strategy to support their testing efforts during bi-annual updates and beyond.
In 2019, Signature Bank purchased Kainos Smart to improve their test coverage, increase the
value of Workday and allow SMEs’ efforts to be refocused on strategic work. They went live in
May 2019 with HCM, Security and Payroll which has been a key accelerator in achieving these
goals.

Kainos Smart saves time, money, and update
testing pain
Kainos Smart has enabled Signature Bank to extend the benefit of comprehensive testing
beyond the bi-annual updates. “Kainos Smart is doing the work of a team of people–running
over 200,000 tests in just over one year compared to 200 tests before Smart. To manually test
at this level, would have taken us 9,000+ hours. Smart was able to do this in a fraction of the
time saving us not only thousands of man hours but hundreds of thousands of dollars,” remarks
Moises.
The significant increase in testing breadth and depth alongside significant cost savings
has given Signature Bank’s leadership team confidence that their Workday configuration is
adequately governed and provides a solid return on their Workday investment.

Kainos Smart supports BAU changes and enhances
security
Since its adoption, Kainos Smart has been doing a lot of the heavy lifting for Signature Bank
providing a greater understanding of testing requirements and results for BAU changes across
the HR function.
“Kainos Smart alleviates you from having to get the business to test every time there’s a change.
Whether you make an enhancement, create a fix or when Workday release weekly patches
or bi-annual updates, Kainos Smart relieves you from all of that. It’s really doing a lot for us
and it’s going to work even more wonders, as we begin to modify BPs and carry out more BAU
changes”, says Moises. “I can’t wait to show the team how it picks up the changes that we’re
making. Whether it’s Security or BPs, or whatever the case may be, Kainos Smart is picking up
these changes right away, week in week out without fail – that’s the big advantage. It’s a big
reassurance too from a risk perspective.”

“On the topic of security, ensuring a high level of governance is of upmost importance. With
Smart I’m able to identify what’s going on and get a clear view of who can see and do what
within Workday. If anything stands out or doesn’t look right, I can quickly go and investigate
and resolve the issue. Kainos Smart brings all of this to the forefront, which without it – I simply
wouldn’t be able to keep up.”

A promising Workday roadmap extends vision
for Kainos Smart
At Signature Bank, the roadmap looks promising with ambitious plans for the team to develop
and build internally. Moises comments, “Kainos Smart has really given us the confidence and
peace of mind to scale our operations. When we begin developing, the support from the Kainos
team will be paramount. With Kainos Smart, we know the possibilities for utilizing the tool are
endless and we’re looking forward to maximizing this further.”
Moises concludes, “I wish we’d implemented Kainos Smart sooner! During deployment, it
would’ve been a great support to us for data staging and integrations testing, so I’d recommend
it to any organization whether they’re deploying Workday or are already live.”

Contact us to find our more about Kainos
Visit: kainosworksmart.com
Email: workdayinfo@kainos.com

